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neutrinos and beyond: new windows on nature - neutrinos and beyond: new windows on nature
december 2, 2002 unedited prepublication draft neutrino facilities assessment committee board on physics
and astronomy neutrino in standard model and beyond - arxiv - neutrino in standard model and beyond
s. m. bilenky joint institute for nuclear research, dubna, r-141980, russia abstract after discovery of the higgs
boson at cern the standard model acquired a status of the theory of the elementary particles in the electroweak range (up to about 300 gev). what general conclusions can neutrinos beyond the standard
model* - slacanford - the addition of right handed neutrinos. while this may seemad hoc from the point of
view of the standard theory, the situation changes in theories beyond the standard model where often one is
forced to add right handed (rh) neutrinos in order to realize a larger gauge symmetry such as left-right, grand
unified, or neutrinos and beyond: new windows on nature - nfac committee process • our goal was to
answer the charge by doing an assessment of the scientific merits of icecube and a new deep underground
laboratory in the u.s. • although the charge specifically singles out “neutrinos,” we assessed the science more
broadly. • inputs to the committee included presentations at open meetings, written input and an nsf
sponsored workshop. readout strategies for directional dark matter detection ... - readout strategies for
directional dark matter detection beyond the neutrino background ciaran a.j. o’hare* and anne m. green school
of physics and astronomy, university of nottingham, university park, a search for neutrinos beyond three
active neutrinos at ... - sterile neutrinos • sterile neutrinos are naturally present in many theories beyond
the standard model, – example, see-saw partner ν r, νc l (no weak int.) states m2/m , m : mixture of active and
sterile • no idea on number of sterile neutrinos • no definite mass scale – one sterile ν can act as ‘dark matter’
neutrinos and physics beyond the standard model - neutrinos and physics beyond the standard model
mihai horoi department of physics, central michigan university, mount pleasant, michigan 48859, usa !support
from nsf grant phy-1404442 and doe/scidac grants de-sc0008529/sc0008641 is acknowledged neutrinos
beyond the standard model - fermilab - neutrinos beyond the ... this model with just 2 heavy neutrinos
added to sm: (alonso, gavela, hernandez,li …ongoing) y 2 v/m2 suborbital payloads for uhe neutrinos and
beyond - nasa - suborbital payloads for uhe neutrinos and beyond p. gorham univ. of hawaii at manoa 1 left:
anita-3 launch, dec. 2014, right, final payload track where are the icecube neutrinos beyond 2-3 pev where are the icecube neutrinos beyond 2-3 pev ? ... neutrinos are detected in icecube by observing the
cherenkov light produced in ice by charged particles cre-ated when neutrinos interact. these particles
generally travel distances too small to be resolved individually and astrophysical neutrinos: 20th century
and beyond - extragalactic neutrinos and with solar neutrinos in the next decade. 1. introduction i wasasked
by art mcdonald to giveone of the opening talks on the subject \ neutrino astro-physics in the 20th century and
beyond." feel-ing very honored, i readily accepted. but, as i started thinking about what i should say to so
chapter 1 neutrino oscillation physics with kamland ... - neutrino oscillation physics with kamland:
reactor antineutrinos and beyond karsten m. heeger university of wisconsin, physics department, madison, wi
53706, usa ∗ the discovery of ﬂavor transformation in atmospheric, solar, and ac-celerator neutrinos has
provided unambiguous evidence that neutrinos have mass and mix ﬂavors. multi-pev signals from a new
astrophysical neutrino flux ... - physical neutrinos via an abundance of ⇠ 10 pev event is a ﬁrst direct hint
of neutrinos beyond the glashow resonance, though a lack of ⇠ 6 pev glashow showers precludes a simple
power-law description spanning these regimes. a tau track event the university of tokyo neutrinos and
beyond — opening a ... - asymmetry in neutrinos is one of the ma-jor goals for it. gamma rays and
gravitational waves icrr’s exploration of new research fields goes beyond neutrinos. the institute is
participating in the international project to build the cherenkov telescope array (cta), a next-generation
observatory of very high-energy gamma rays. cta will detect the andr e de gouv^ea northwestern
neutrino physics beyond the ... - collider experiments. the lhc and beyond may end up revealing the new
physics behind small neutrino masses. cosmic surveys. neutrino properties a ect, in a signi cant way, the
history of the universe. will we learn about neutrinos from cosmology, or about cosmology from neutrinos?
searches for baryon-number violating processes. july 12, 2017 bsm cosmological constraints on neutrinos
beyond the standard ... - cosmological constraints on neutrinos beyond the standard model lachlan
lancaster ltlancas@andrewu mcwilliams center for cosmology, department of physics, carnegie mellon
university, 5000 solar neutrinos - institute for advanced study - ight? are there weak interactions beyond
those described by the standard model of particle physics? these are some of the questions that motivate the
study of solar neutrinos. a neutrino is a weakly interacting particle that travels at essentially the speed of light
and has an intrinsic angular momentum of 1 2 unit (~=2). neutrinos are examining the sensitivity of the
dune experiment to ... - examining the sensitivity of the dune experiment to neutrino oscillation physics and
beyond standard model e ects andrew stevens lancaster university july 26th 2017 andrew stevens (lancaster
university) dune atmospheric neutrino sensitivity july 26th 2017 1 / 15 neutrinos:
towardsthe2015nobelprize andbeyond carlogiunti - emission of electrons and neutrinos from a nucleus
in a βdecay is treated with a procedure similar to that followed in the theory of radiation in order to describe
the emission of a quantum of light by an excited atom. cunti−neutrinos: towards the2015
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nobelprizeandbeyond−2015 kiasworkshop −2december 2015 −4/40 discovering the secrets of the elusive
neutrino and going ... - discovering the secrets of the elusive neutrino and going beyond dr. nickolas
solomey prof. of physics wichita state university, kansas nov. 30, 2016 wichita seminar. abstract: the early
history of the elusive neutrino and the discovery ... decays of pi-mesons produce muon type neutrinos
neutrino interactions: results by neutrino 2012 and beyond - neutrino interactions: results by neutrino
2012 and beyond deborah a. harris fermi national accelerator laboratory, batavia, illinois 60510 usa abstract
these proceedings will rst explain why the elds of both particle and nuclear physics are demanding a better
understanding of neutrino interactions. theory of neutrinos - aps physics - neutrinos have small but ﬁnite
masses, implying that the neutrinos contribute to the total energy of the universe at least as much as all stars
combined. we do not yet know the mass of neutrinos precisely, and they may in fact be a sizable fraction of
dark matter. the precise amount of the neutrino component is relevant to the way galaxies ... review of
future neutrino telescopes - docushare - high-energy neutrinos, from 10 gev to beyond 1 eev, than any
other experiment. a very detailed review of the current state of neutrino astronomy can be found in [1]. we will
discuss three energy scales with respect to expansion beyond the current detector capabilities. sterile
neutrinos i - fermilab - lecture outline sterile i: theory and phenomenology – properties of sterile neutrinos in
the standard model. – sterile neutrinos and beyond the standard model, lrsm as an example. – sterile neutrinos
and extra dimensions. – sterile neutrinos in cosmology/astrophysics. – 3+2 models, fits to the data. sterile ii:
measurements – how to make a smoking gun active-sterile neutrino emission from the direction of the
blazar txs ... - sider the hypothesis that the blazar txs 0506+056 has been a source of high-energy neutrinos
beyond that single event. searching for neutrino emission icecube monitors the whole sky and has maintained
essentially continuous observations since 5 april 2008. searches for neutrino point sources using two modelindependent methods, a time-2 massive neutrinos and lss beyond linear approximation - massive
neutrinos and lss beyond linear approximation w/ m. garny, t. konstandin and j. lesgourgues arxiv:1408.2995
[astro-ph] (jcap’15) diego blas phenomenology of solar neutrinos beyond lma - that no additional
neutrinos beyond the three already known can exist. 7 1989 - kamiokande becomes the second experiment to
detect neutrinos from the sun, and confirms the long-standing anomaly by finding only about 1/3 the expected
rate. working group summary: neutrinos and beyond standard model - pramana c indian academy of
sciences vol. 76, no. 5 — journal of may 2011 physics pp. 699–705 working group summary: neutrinos and
beyond standard model anjan s joshipura1,∗, sourov roy2 and s uma sankar3 1physical research laboratory,
navarangpura, ahmedabad 380 009, india 2department of theoretical physics, indian association for the
cultivation of science, future neutrino projects beyond 13 - in post‐tevatron era, fermilab’s long range plan
is converging on the high intensity froner. the ﬂagship project would be a new 1‐2 mw beam towards dusel .
unique feature is longest baseline being considered (1300 km). production of heavy neutrino in next-toleading order qcd ... - production of heavy neutrino in next-to-leading order qcd at the lhc and beyond
arindam das,a;1 partha konarb and swapan majhic adepartment of physics and astronomy, university of
alabama, tuscaloosa, alabama, 35487, u.s.a. btheoretical physics group, physical research laboratory,
ahmedabad 380009, india cdepartment of physics, achhruram ... dnp / dpf / dap / dpb joint study on the
future of ... - mass using neutrinos produced in our atmosphere, in nuclear reactors, and by accelerators. we
see the future of neutrino physics framed in three overarching themes: neutrinos and the new paradigm :
neutrinos have provided us with the first tangible evidence of phenomena beyond the reach of our theory of
the laws of wg5 questions and plans: “neutrinos beyond pmns” - wg5 questions and plans: “neutrinos
beyond pmns” pilar coloma - fnal sanjib kumar agarwalla - institute of physics, bhubaneswar, india walter m.
bonivento - infn cagliari, italy neutrinos and magnetic elds : a short review - cern - neutrinos and
magnetic elds : a short review kaushik bhattacharya and palash b. pal saha institute of nuclear physics, 1/af
bidhan-nagar, calcutta 700064, india november 2002 abstract neutrinos have no electric charge, but a
magnetic eld can indirectly a ect neutrino prop-erties and interactions through its e ect on charged particles.
mass bounds for spacelike neutrinos - indiana - beyond the range of available or proposed accelerators.
... so these neutrinos might be hard to detect. however, in neutron decay the antineutrino can carry away
much of the energy. if the oscillation time scales tp, tn are small enough, this process could result in an
neutrino decoupling beyond the standard model: cmb ... - rate between neutrinos and electrons was
considered but where the sm electron-neutrino interactions were not taken into account. in this study, we
carry out a rst-principles calculation of n e , in and beyond the standard model. we consider all relevant eand
interactions, and by assuming neutrino mass implications for physics beyond the standard ... neutrino mass implications for physics beyond the standard model thesis by peng wang ... for dirac neutrinos
and majorana neutrinos, respectively. for dirac neutrinos, we obtain ... beyond the standard model. b)
corresponding contribution to the neutrino mass. the solid and wavy lines correspond to neutrinos and photons
respec- neutrino nsi: old beyond-the-sm physics at no a and beyond - old beyond-the-sm physics at
noνa and beyond alexander friedland lanl project-x workshop fermilab, june 20, 2012 wednesday, june 20,
2012 1. ... are solar neutrinos and a proposed experiment involving transmission of neutrinos through 1000 km
of rock. wednesday, june 20, 2012 5. effects of beyond standard model physics on grb neutrinos - 33rd
international cosmic ray conference, rio de janeiro 2013 the astroparticle physics conference effects of beyond
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standard model physics on grb neutrinos reetanjali moharana1, debasish borah2. 1 department of physics,
indian institute of technology bombay, mumbai - 400076, india 2 department of physics, tezpur university,
tezpur - 784028, india. reetanjali@phy.iitb neutrinos: an open window on fundamental physics and the
... - the information from the leptonic sector (neutrinos) is complementary with the one which comes from
flavour physics experiments and from colliders (tevatron, lhc). open windowopen window on physics beyond
the sm: 2. on physics beyond the sm: 2. why three generations? why massive and flavour particles are not the
same? why the angles have the values the neutrinos - physics department - the neutrinos boris kayser &
stephen parke fermi national accelerator laboratory recent, irrefutable evidence establishes that the
ubiquitous neutrinos have tiny masses. neutrino mass is physics beyond the standard model and is arguably
the most important discovery in particle physics in the last quarter century. the mass of the neutrino is most
sterile neutrino candidates for the 3.5 kev line - ucla - sterile neutrino candidates for the 3.5 kev line
kevork abazajian ... • “sterile” neutrinos [dodelson & widrow, 1993]: no sm interactions beyond mass terms,
inclusion of finite-temperature modifications to self-energy, lack of thermalization. wdm.
astropar(cle,physics,, with,mev,neutrinos, - astropar(cle,physics,, with,mev,neutrinos, shunsaku(horiuchi(
((center(for(neutrino(physics,(virginia(tech)(university(of(virginia,(hep(seminar,(april(21st(2015 oscillations
beyond three-neutrino mixing (light sterile ... - sterile neutrinos from physics beyond the sm i neutrinos
are special in the standard model: the only neutral fermions i active left-handed neutrinos can mix with non-sm
singlet fermions often called right-handed neutrinos neutrino portal [a. smirnov, arxiv:1502.04530] i light lefthanded anti- r are light sterile neutrinos c r! sl (left-handed) beyond standard model from neutrinos yonsei university - beyond standard model from neutrinos sunhaeng hur yonsei university may 30, 2017.
contentsmain bodyconclusion contents i theimportanceofneutrino i diracvsmajoranamass i
mixingmatrixaboutquarks i standardmodel i problemofstandardmodel i variousmechanismandmodels
sunhaeng hur bsm from neutrino. neutrino astronomy - california institute of technology - why do
astronomy with neutrinos? stars, active galactic nuclei, etc. are opaque to photons high energy photons are
absorbed by the cmb beyond ~100 mpc 1020 ev protons, which should be created with neutrinos, have been
seen can be used to observe possible dark matter reactions in short: we can probe new phenomena and look
farther back neutrinos from the big bang - citeseerx - relic neutrinos can saturate the cosmological
energy density bound and noted that such a sea may be detectable by searching for (scattering) events
beyond the end-point of the kurie plot in β-decay experiments. several years later, gershte˘ın & zel’dovich [14]
made the connection that if relic neutrinos neutrino physics i - institute for advanced study - andr e de
gouv^ea northwestern enter the neutrino... 1.1930:postulated by pauli to (a) resolve the problem of
continuous -ray spectra, and (b) reconcile nuclear model with spin-statistics theorem.
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